The "Hauptvermutung" is the conjecture that homeomorphic (finite) simplicial complexes have isomorphic subdivisions, i.e. homeomorphic implies piecewise linearly homeomorphic. It was formulated in the first decade of this century and seems to have been inspired by the question of the topological invariance of the Betti and torsion numbers of a finite simplicial complex.
The "Hauptvermutung" is the conjecture that homeomorphic (finite) simplicial complexes have isomorphic subdivisions, i.e. homeomorphic implies piecewise linearly homeomorphic. It was formulated in the first decade of this century and seems to have been inspired by the question of the topological invariance of the Betti and torsion numbers of a finite simplicial complex.
The Hauptvermutung is known to be true for simplicial complexes of dimension <4,
x but there are counterexamples in each dimension >4 (Milnor, 1961 There are three steps in the proof of the Main Theorem. For simplicity we assume now that M and L are closed simply connected PL-manifolds of dim >4. DEFINITION 1. Let g: L-+M be a homotopy equivalence. A triangulation of gis a homotopy of g to a PL-homeomorphism.
The obstruction theory. Let g: L-+M be a homotopy equivalence. Then there is an obstruction theory for constructing a triangulation of g. The obstructions are determined geometrically in terms of partial triangulations of g defined on thickened skeletons of L. They may also be interpreted as the homotopy obstructions for deforming a map of L into a universal space F/PL to a constant. The obstructions lie in
The universal space F/PL is defined so that the set of homotopy classes of maps of a finite complex X into F/PL are in one to one correspondence with the set of stable equivalence classes of F/PLbundles over X. An .P/PL-bundle over X is a piecewise linear R n bundle over X, p : E-+X, together with a fibre homotopy equivalence t:E->XXR n , i.e. p\t -p and t is a proper homotopy equivalence on each fibre. (E, t)^0 iff t is nomotopic through fibre homotopy equivalences to a piecewise linear bundle equivalence.
If W is an oriented manifold and dW=nL, then we call the space M obtained from W by identifying the various copies of L to one another a Z«-manifold, and we set ôM = L. A variety is a disjoint union of Z n -manifolds of various dimensions for various n's. DEFINITION 
If rj=(E, t)
is an F/PL-bundle over a Z n -manifold M y we say that t] may be split if by changing t through a bundle homotopy to s: E->MXR n we have (i) s is transverse regular to MXO, (ii) s^iMXO) QE-tpM is a homotopy equivalence. 8 The following theorem is essentially due to Novikov.
THE SPLITTING THEOREM. Let rj = (E, t) be an F/PL-bundle over a Z n -manifold M. Suppose that dim M^6, iri(M-ôM)=iri8M = 0, and that t is a topological homeomorphism. Then t\ may be split.
The splitting obstruction for an jP/PZ-bundle over a Z»-manifold is the main tool in studying the obstruction theory described in Theorem 1.
The following surprising theorem is the central result of this analysis. The obstruction theory for constructing triangulations of homotopy equivalences is based on framed surgery in the PL-category. It is discussed in detail in [4] . The geometrical construction underlying the theory was discovered independently by Wagoner [5] . The Splitting Theorem uses codimension one surgery in the nonsimply connected case (essentially 7Ti = free abelian). See [l], [2] , and [3] . The Characteristic Variety Theorem makes extensive use of cobordism theory and K-theory. The analysis leads to interesting geometrical interpretations of K-homology and the differentiable Riemann-Roch Theorem. (See Geometric Topology Seminar Notes by D. Sullivan, Princeton University.)
